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As the indie game it tries to be, Its ok. One gets what the screenshoots shows; an avoid shoot collect game in an early to mid 80s
style. But we all know thats not the reason most will buy this title for. Less then 5 min to get 1 more complete 100% game. Is
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the real reason anyone would want to buy this title. And for that this title does whats its suppposed to be. 100%.. As the indie
game it tries to be, Its ok. One gets what the screenshoots shows; an avoid shoot collect game in an early to mid 80s style. But
we all know thats not the reason most will buy this title for. Less then 5 min to get 1 more complete 100% game. Is the real
reason anyone would want to buy this title. And for that this title does whats its suppposed to be. 100%.. awesome game!! keep
up the good work guys!. Africa Hunting is an extremely simple game, with some very basic graphics. You're a guy in a boat (a
pirate, according to the game's page on Steam) who shoots down planes flying overhead. Sometimes care packages are dropped,
and sometimes bombs are dropped (the latter will kill you if they hit your boat - an outcome which restarts the game). It's very
easy to get 100% of the achievements. Looking at my list of achievements for this game, I got them all within two minutes
(however, if I had timed myself with a stop watch, I wouldn't be surprised if I had got them all within the same 60 seconds). If
you're a completionist, Africa Hunting would be worthwhile adding to your collection of 100% completed Steam games. I kept
on playing the game for a little while, even after I had got all of the achievements, just to give it a fair go - but after two or three
minutes you've basically played the entire game several times over. Writing a review after playing this game for approximately
12 minutes was being more than fair to it (I was well bored of it just after playing it for five minutes, or possibly even before
that). The game is so simple that there's not much replayability in it; in fact, the enjoyment factor is pretty low too. Possibly, it
could be bought for a child as an introduction to video games, but that's about it - I'd be quite surprised if anyone else said that
this game was great or enjoyable. The game is cheap, so that's something in its favour. Even so, I believe that it's overpriced.
The game only costs 99 cents, so it won't break the bank (I bought mine on sale for 49 cents, so I can't complain too much), but
a more realistic price for it would be about 10 cents. It feels a bit wrong not to recommend this game, because if you buy
something cheap, then you should expect something cheap. However, Africa Hunting is simply not an enjoyable game, so I
really don't feel that I can recommend it (unless you're seeking an introductory game for a two-year-old, or something like that).
It's a thumbs-down for this one.. Never has a game been so invigorating and realistic. This game makes me feel like I truly am
the pirates who stole Tom Hanks boat and told him that, "I am the captian now". The soundtrack was amazing, the likes of
witcher 3 and other triple A games matched the greatness of this teams music. I am surprised I was even able to run this game as
the graphics were so realistic and spot on that I thought my computer was going to break just from running this game. Great
language support for everyone and easy to learn controls, that are hard to master. Overall this game is my runner up for game of
the year and I cant see anything else winning against this studios achievement that is, "Africa Hunting". 12/10 would
recommend to anyone.. The advert video shows quite well what "quality" this game has. - only setting available is
fullscreen/window mode - in window mode, all menus are in Russian I remember creating better stuff in my first year of
software engineering in school. Maybe I should upload this crap for 0,99u20ac as well.
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